To Secretary General Antonio Gutteres: Notice of International
Protest

By Anna Von Reitz
This Notice of International Protest is lodged with you and the members of he Security Council;
Notice to Agents is Notice to Principals, Notice to Principals is Notice to Agents
This is to inform you that a Non-Domestic population present in every State of The United States of
America is being harmed by bio-engineered environmental modifications tests in violation of the
ENMOD Treaties.
This military "testing" is a war simulation that includes the use of foreign live bio-engineered viruses
-- a man-made environmental threat that they are distributing and inflicting upon the general
population with resulting non-domestic civilian deaths.
In addition to the man-made virus pollution they have also polluted the environment with man-made
electromagnetic pollution that has disastrous impact on oxygen supplies needed by all life on this
planet.
This is not just an issue, therefore, of our discomfort or loss, but involves the deterioration of the
entire global supply of oxygen and the ability of this planet to support life of any kind. All of this is
self-evidently in violation of the G202-P3 Treaty as well as the ENMOD Treaties and should be of the
gravest concern of all people on this planet.
The Perpetrators appear to be doing this for no better reason than to excuse making large nonconsensual charges against our credit and assets under the false pretense that the object of this "live
exercise" is to protect us by killing us and misdirecting our employees to function at the level of
dumb beasts.
The problem thus presented is a global problem caused by run amok commercial corporations and
technical research organizations that are privately funded and are deliberately causing these
problems. They anticipate receiving great wealth and power either as a direct favor from the
Perpetrators or as the result of providing solutions to the problems that they have themselves
created.
The High Council has reviewed this situation and determined that intervention is necessary. The 5G
grid has to be turned off and powered down well-below the 61.8 GHz resonance field of the oxygen
molecule to preserve life on Earth. If necessary all Reticulae and those colluding with them will be
permanently removed without further notice.
As you are attempting to create a world-spanning forum promoting peace and the well-being of the
Earth and of mankind, we suggest that you focus on that function and bring all possible resources to
bear in your own behalf and the behalf of your member states to preserve your oxygen supplies and
promote public consciousness of the dangers of ignorant manipulation of resonance fields, including
5G.
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